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We Americans have, after the Revolutionary and Federalist
periods of our history, looke to British institutions for
examp_les of possible remedies to defects which we see in our own.
For example, critics of the, relationship between the President
an Congress or the President an his Cabinet (such as Woodrow
Wilson in Congressional Government) have speculted longingly
sbout the dapta$ility:o minist-eis.l responsibility nd
parli.mentsry progatives to the American situ:tion.

This Anglomania in th: tradition of erii.isimg American
institutions has been especis.lly evident in the discussions
of those who have thought seriously about the relationship
between the federal government and higher education in the
United States. The model of the Uiversity Grnts Committee,
which is the British institutional device for dealing? at les,st
i part, with this rel.tionship, has hd a speci.l fascination
for merican critics, myself inc.lued. But this fs.scin, tio

Ihss rarely resulted in a detaied study of this institution.
It is for this reason that I begin my newsletters o British
education with an introduction to the British University Grants
Committee. (hereafter cited, U.G.C.) But this newsletter is
only an introduction, for duriog the coming year 8 number of
newsletters o the operation of the U.G.C. wi.l follow.

The official tasks of the U.G.C. are set out in its terms
of reference, which were formulated at its inception 8.s an
advisory body to the Treasury in I919:

I. (R. O. Behdahl’s book. British Universities and _the__ State,
Berkely, I59 is an exePti-o;--h6wever ths ,ns.ysis
is more of a paen than a critique.)



To enquire into the financial nee.s of university education
in Great Britain; to advise the Government as to the
application of any grants m.de by Parliament towards
meeting them; to collects, examine snd make s.vailable
information relating to university education throughout
the United Kingdom snd to assist, in consultation with
the universities and other bodies cocerned. the preparation
an execution of such p.ans for the development of the
universities as m<.y from time to time be reuired in
order to ensure that the} are fly adequate to national
needs. 2o

The important message of this paragraph is communicated through
the choice of concepts indicating connective relationship:

" "in consultation ith " Th U G C"advise ’; ’ake awilab.l e,
was tobe s conduit between state resources and universities.
But this paragraph tells us little about how the U.G.C. was
to perform this role. It is crucial to understan@ that this
brief paragraph, which was an interna Treasury memo, constitutes
the only written instrument outlining the duties of the U.G.C.
These terms of reference are the only authority governing an
agency which is today responsible fQr the allocation of almost
200 million among 44 universities. Only in the Uited Kingdom
with its history of unwritten canons of authority would one
find such an informal foundation for such an important
institution.

Over the years the U.G.C. has evolved from sn informal
group of advisers to a strong organization. However, the
traditiona. vision of the proper role of the U.G.C. seen by
those inside and outside of the organisstion seems to be
general_y consistent: it is essentially that of a "buffer"
or’hock absorber." Yet, over the p;<<st decade even this perception
of role has changed. In its report to the Government in I968,
the U.G.C. ackno:ledged its more active role:

Increasiry, therefore, the University Grants Committee
has come to be regarded (we are tempted to say, recognized)
as having a more positive functioo than simply to be a
buffer or shock absorber. It still is those things; and
it is the iterpreter of the Government to the universities
and of the tuiversities to the Government. But today it
is more than this. ._4

2. (piii, University Deveooment 1962-67, Cmnd.3820, London
1968. ) (hereafter cited "Univ. Dev.") ). (se section 589, p.186 of Univ De.v.)

4. (se section 562, p.179, Univ. Dev.)



This is not to say that the Committee aspires, still less
tha it should rightly aspire to a detailed planning of
each university’s development or to a detailed oversight
of such planning. But it is to say that in the increasing
complexity of university affairs there should somewhere
be a broad strategic picture. And it is today regarded
as the Comittee’s responsibility to sk:tch that picture. 5

How the U.G.C. attempts to combine te multiple roles (nd metaDhors)
of buffer, shock absorber interpreter and artist of the
university landscape must be the concern of the student of
politica institutions. ut it is also becoming a matter of
public concern in Britain. A number of respected academics
including Professor Nax Beloff at Oxford6 and A.H. Halsey and
Nartin Trow7 are quite critical of the U.G.C.’s ability to
all things for all people.

The general issue is whether the U.G.C. can balance the
competing claims of the various roles in a manner which is
consistent with university autonomy and public accountability.
To begin an evaluation of the success of the U.G.C. in this
endeavor we must look at how the Committee is organized and how
it operates.

I. THE ORGANIZATION OF THE U.G.C.

A. THE INSTITUTIONAY CONTEXT

Before looking at the detais of U.G.C. orgaoization, we
must clearly understand that it is one smoog a number of
different centers of responsibility for pest-secondary education
in Great Britain. Some of these multiple centers of
responsibility are colected into the Depsrtment of Educatioo and
Science. The U.G.C. was transferred from the Treasury and then
from the Lord President of Council’s domain to the Department
of Education and Science in I967. In the Department each of these
centers has responsibility for one or another of the component
parts of the system of higher education. The Council for National
Academic Awards certifies university equivalent degree programs
in technical colleges and coleges of education which are
supported by direct grants from the Department and local
educational authorities. There are national colleges and

5. (ss.568, p.180, Univ. Dev.)
6. ("British Universities snd the Public Purse

I967, p.527.)
7. (The British Academics, London, I97I.)

"inerva. Summer,



institutes in conmercial, technical, nd creative arts which are
independent bodies dealing directly ith the Department. Nany
of the techicsl colleges, colleges of education. and colleges
of further education are controll.e by the county educational
authbrities, which alo control the state primsry and secondary
school system.

Also, much ftuda,mentsl research in a sectors of higher
education is supported by the Science Research Council, which
is an indep-ndent government body.

So, the U.G.C. is responsible for only one sector of higher
education in the United Kingdom; but as one would expect, the
bellwether sector for all of higher education. An ans,logy to
the U.G.C.’s responsibilities for the United States would be if
one federa.l authorit were responsibe for the funding of the
large multiversities an most prestigious iberal rts colleges
but a_ll other institutions wer dealt with by other public and
private bodies.

Although the U.G.C. does deal with nationa policy concerning
universities, it is not the decision mking s.uthority for overall
nations.l policy in higher education. The csims of th U.G.C.
must be workd out in competition with other institutions of
higher education in the inistry of Education .nd Science;
however, these claims represente by the U.G.C. are the claims
of s,ll universities, not particu.ar universities. The compting
clsims of the particular universities re worked out by the U.G.C.
itself.

B. gEBERSHIP AND 0RGANISATION

The U.G.C. is composed of twenty-one members twenty part-
time,drawn mainly from academics with a fw businessme and
industrialists, and a full-time chairman. The Committee is now
self-perpetustig: when one member’s five year term expires, the
U.G.C. either reappoints him or selects a new member in his place.
The permanent Chairman during most of the I960’s was Sir John
Wolfeden. The current Chairman is Nr. Kenoeth BerriII.

The Committee meets monthly, except for the month of August.

8. (See pendix I, a ist of the membership of the U.G.C.)



The U.G.C. is organized into nineteen subcommittees
composed of experts in various fieds of education, caired
by a full member of the U.G.C. These subcommittees avise
the U.G.C. about particu_ar issues concerimg specific
disciplines.

The staff of the U.G.C. is drawn now from civil servants
ho are assigne] toin the Dpartment of Educetion and Science,

the Committee. Approximately one hundred staff embers are
involved in the work of the U.G.C. Unalike civil servsnts assigned
to @her jobs within the Department, these are exoected to h,ve
first _loyaty to the U.G.C.,not to the Department as a whole.

The staff is organized ito two general functional ivisions:
those involved with recurrent grats to uiversities and those
dealing with capital construction grants. In order to uo_erstand
the reasons Ibr this division, we must mow turn to the actual
operation of te U.G.C.

II. OPEIATIONS OF THE U.G.C.

The U.G.C. handles the funding of universities i Great
Britain through te mechanism of a five year "settlement" with
the Government. This settlement concerns t nut.bet of studeots
to be educated in that perio and st what price. This money
is then alocated among the uiversities for the five ear
period9. In addition the U.G.C. oDerstes a revolving
quinuenium for purposes of capital grants for construction.
Each year the universities bring construction requests to the
U.G.C. for projects to be completed five years i the future;
the U.G.C. theo requests and receives money from te government
for construction and alocstes it to the uoiversities.

Since the recurrent grant .uinquennium is the overal
planning snd policy unit for the U.G.C.. we must consider its
operation i some detsi.

A. THE RECDRENT GRANT PROCESS

The process of prepsring for the quinquennis, settlement
betwee the Government an the ttoiversities provides the occasion

9. (Alocation is not the best wor here. The U.G.C. does not
actually ispense money; it only suggests to (tells?) the
Government how it ought to be spent. The Department of
Education and Science acts as accounting office.)



for the U.G.C. to sketch the "bro.d stra,tegic picture" which it
se,.s to be its task. The terms of the uinquennis,1 settlement
will determine te quantity s,nd us,lity of university education
in Great Britain for the next five years. For 80% of the money
used to support uiversity education comes fron the Government,
and 75% is determioed by the advice of the U.G.C. Therefore,
the procedure for determining the gros,s grant and the specific
a.l.locations is the setting for tough bargaining among all arties
to the settlement.

The eact procedures foowec by the U.G.C. sre ir constant
evolution from one uinueoium to the next. r. Neville Willisma,
a Drincipsl io the Recurrent Grs.nts Section of the U.G.C.
secretarist, outlined te procedure folloed in prepar,tion for
the quinquennium which is now endiog 8urig a conversation with
me at the U.G.C.

First, the universities were iovited to submit propossIs
for 1eve.lopent in terms of prospectiv.e student nubers and ay
perticulsr qualitiative iprovemets desired. Then the U.G.C.
moderated the total projection of icreased erol.lments ad put
a price tag o tese numbers basec on a weighted natiooal average
cost per student. The estimated totsl enrollment for I972 was
ten taken to the inistry with the Pound Sterling price for
growth to thst number over the uiquennim. The bargaining
process betwee the U.G.C. and the Government ensued. Out of this
process came a total budget for a slightly reduced number of
studeots; however the price tag per student was not significantly
modified. The reduction in the overall budget request was accom-
plished by reducing the projecte expansion of the university
system.

It is worthwhile noting here that the whole budgetary process
is based on premise of exDanding the uoiversity system; an@ this
has been the case for the past two decades. So the reductions
i=volved in the budget psrig during the past uinuennium have
only ben reductions i r.tes of expansions, not reductions in
overall budgets.

Once the general settlement was reache, the U.G.C. staff
went bsck to th uiversity submissions and adjusted the
emro_llent projections for esch istitutioo. Then a average
expenditure-per-pupil estimate was ma@e o the basis of the actual
budgetary history of a particular university. This figure was
te compared with a zero based estimate: that is, one which
assumes that all uiversities start from the ss.me point and
allocsted resources on s. simple nationsl average of costs per
student. Discrepancies between the historically bssed average
an@. the zero-based averag were then adjusted by the U.G.C.
However these discrepancies were not very great,according to
r. Williams.



It is important to emphasize that most of the settlement
was alocated by a student cost formula which was objectively
set. Once the student number at a particular istitution was
decided upon the size of the grant was substantially determined
by a simple arithmetic calculation. This reliance on a objective
formula decided the alocation of approximately 98% of the total
settlement ad about 80% of the money for expansion (all but
million in the .last quinuennium) .no These figures will

surprise may who picure the ise m,n of theU.G.C, alocating
the resources on the basis of qualitative judgments about
different iostitutions. Nost of the money was a_located
objectively without any comparisons whatsover.

The 20% of the new money (or the2t of the total) which was
allocated on the basis of qualitative judgments was distributed
on the basis of recommendations of the subject matter subcommittees
of the U.G.C. However, the U.G.C. staff admits that there has
been no real attempt to articulate criteria for these qualitative
decisions. This lack of criteris for judging competing, claims
can exist because of the U.G.C. policy of conducting all policy
discussions in complete secrecy. The uiversities were not told
exactly how their requests would be judged, nor were they told
after the fact how their allocation w:s decided upon. The only
information which the uiversities received before-hand was a
short memorandum of guidance to all institutions about vague
priorities of theU.G.C. (See Appendix II) And once the grant
was allocated, the U.G.C. sent along a letter of transmittal which
studiously avoided any detailed comment on the university’s
application. The writing of these letters was the final
procedural step in the recurrent grant allocation process. These
etters were known for what they did not say, not what they
communicated. Athough at the moment I heve not had access to
copies of these confidential letters, I hope to see some exampIs
at the universities themselves.

Mr. Geoffrey Caston, who is in charge of the U.G.C. recurrent
rant staff, jUstifies the secrecy and lack of justification of
I.G.C. actions in terms of a hypothetical deal between the U.G.C.
and the universities" the U.G.C. offers the universities recurrent
Trant money without strings in return for not having to justify to
the universities why one university gets more than another. He goes
on to emphasize that most of the recurrent grant money is allocated
by a national average cost-per-student formla. (Although one must
note that the formula is devised without any consultation with or
justification to the universities.) The argument continues that
since comparative

IO. (These are r. Williams’ rough estimates. )



judgments are so insignificant justification is uot ncessary.

However, in spite of the commitment to the boc grant
principle giving money without any conditions upon how it will
be spent-- the U.G.C. does indeed appear to enforce imitatios

after the alloction expenditures by the procedures for
allocating the money in the first place. A universit cnnot
in fact say that it will spend more per student than other
universities in a particulr subject area unless it makes a very
special case. And beforehand it will not know what that case
must be. The chilling effect of anticipting what will be
acceptable in terms of a national average must limit the parameters
of university requests.

The response to this objection is that universities are free
to reallocate the resources by doingaway with one line item of
their budget in favor of another. However, this response does
not really justify not telling universities, in some deti the
grounds upon which their applications will be considered. aking
explicit the standards of evalution would make the invisible
resaints apparent so that they were ooen to criticism. Without
such explication, the universities are like puppets, not moved
by the puppeteersbut dangled at the eds of invisible threads.
They are allowed to blow freely only within the constraints of
the length of threads over which they have no control.

Although the vast majority of the money made available to
universities is in the bloc grant there are some earmrked grants
in the uinquennial settlement for particular areas of national
interest. In the past decade earmrked grants have been made for
programs emphasizim studies of certain foreign areas.

Once the recurrent grant is made, there is no real control
over the expenditure of the money. However this total lack of
monitoring is not apparent to the university observer; indeed,
the opposite is the case. The members of the U.G.C. and its
subcommittees make official visitations to each institution over
the quinquennium. These visitations appear on the surface to
be "inspections." However, r. Caston was quite adamant in
excluding inspection from the purposes o these visits. He isted
three functions forhe visitations: I) the visits give members
of the U.G.C. an opportunity to know what the constituents in the
universities see as their problems; 2) they give the members
of the U.G.C. an opportunity to share with the universities their
view of the political facts of life with which the universities
must deal at the national level; ) the preparation by the
universities for the visitations forces the universities to examine



critically the future plans of each particular institution. If
r. Caston’s assessment is correct then the visitations play
an important role in the development of the "strategic p.lan" but
in no way serve an "inspection" function.

And, on the basis of conversations with Nr. Williams, who
deals with the fmUcial aspects of recurrent graots, it is quite
clear that there is no substantive auditing of universit perfor-
mances in terms of what they said they would do in their quinquennial
budget applications. The onIN audit is one which looks at whether
the books are balanced snd whether the university has admitted
the number of students it said it would. There is no formal
institutionalized system of accountability to the U.G.C. for
substantive performance; so in terms of direct controls there
is no violation of institutional autonomy. II

Omce the recurrent grant is made to e.ch university, it provides
the budgetary framework for that institution during the next five
years. However, every year the U.G.C. goes to the Government for a
supplemental grant t6cover inflation during the past year
through sn increase in the next year’s budget. There is always
a grant, though not always equal to I00% of the inflation.
Inflation is measured by a U.G.C. index of ttniversity costs.
This settlement does not include imcreased professional staff
costs through wage settlements, for such settlements are mde
directly with the government and the fttnds necessary to meet them
are transferred immediately to the universities through the
Depsrtment of Education and Science.

I have been describing the recurrent grant process as it
has occurred in the past. The details of the current exercises
for I972-77 are still being formulated. However ther has been
one important chane aredy. When the universities were asked
to prepare quinquennisl estimates in May of Isst year, each
istitution was told the U.G.C.’s estimate of the umber of
students to be admitted to that institution over the quinquennium
I972-77 and was -dvised to key submissions to that mumber. The
total projected student population for I976-77 is 320,000. This
figure is based upon a study of the capscit2 of the physical plant
of British universities. There will undoubtedly be other changes
in the recurrent grant process as it progresses urig the next
twelve months; and the charactr of these changes will be the
subject of a newsletter in I972. However this particular change

II. (The controller and Auditor General also audits some uiversity
and U.G.C. books for the Public Accounts Committee of
Parliament. This procedure is very controversial, although
in fact it has become innocuous. See ppI88-I89 Univ. Dev.)



giving the universities a student populs,tion .sate at the
outset based upon s study of physical plant raises the issue
of the relationship between investment in physical plant and
the recurrent genersl support grant whish is the subject of the
quinquennial review. Before we can address this question, we
must consider the cs,pital grant side of the U.G.C. operation.

B. CAPITAL GNTS

In addition to providing opersting funds for the universities,
the U.G.C. allocates money for construction of new fscilities
and the rehabilitation of old. Indeed, uch of the professional
staff of the U.G.C. is involved in this sspect of its operation,
which has contributed to the picture of the U.G.C. as the controller
of, not the buffer for, the universities in Great Britain. On the
capital grants the U.G.C. takes an extrsmiariy acti,ve role in
the actual development program of the universities.

The capital grants process involves rollig quinquennia; that
is, every year the U.G.C. considers applications for funds whih
wil result io completed buildings five yers io the future. Only
once every five years does the capital grants uinquennium coincide
with the recurring grants period.

Each year universities come to the U.G.C. with shopping ists
of pr@sed new construction nd rehabilitation. The U.G.C. then
evaluates the proposals in terms of detaile criteria which it
has developed for the space per student necessary for each
particular type of building. I2 The @etail of these specifications
has led critics of the U.G.C. to complain that it controls
university decisions down to what sort of knob to put on the
bathroom door. Although somewhat of an exaggeration, the detail
of the specificstions has created some inflexibility in the approach
to design and construction of university facilities.

Staff members at the U.G.C. are worried about the detail of
specifications. Nr.David acDowel Assistant Secretary on the
capita grsnts side, told me that he an others are attempting to
develop a formula which would s.llocate money to each University
on s per student basis. Such a formu woud then eave to the
universit th decisions about hw to spend the money on a
particular building. This formula would be more complicated than
the recurrent grant formtla, for it woId be based upon the space

I2. (See "The .Appraisal of Development Plans U.G.C.internaI
document, Sept. I969.)



needed per student for the whole range of ctivities which students
would engage in. However, should such a formula prove workable,
one of the areas of gretest friction in U.G.C./university
relationships would be removed.

Under the present system it appears that mny of the most
important decisions about construction grants re taken by the
staff without the close and critica supervision of the Comittee,
which one finds in the recurrent grants operation. This may result
from the technical character of decisions involving buildings.
To this point r. acDowel replied theft the U.G.C. mkes the
general policy decisions about standards to be met by univensity
buildings. However even these standards and the bsis for them
seem to require a great deal of detailed technical information
for evauation. These observations may be unfair and must be
tested by further investigation. Nevertheless it seems uitecear that the decisions taken by the U.G.C. which most interfere
in the life of the universities may he the very ones whieh are
subject to the least critical policy scrutiny by the members of
the U.G.C. This prticular point becomes very important when one
considers the relationship between the capital grants decisions
and the recurrent grants process.

C. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CAPITAL AND RECURRENT GPNTS

Only once every five years do the decisions about capital
and recurrent grants coincide. Indeed, just this year the Governmer
decided to withod early approval of the capital grant request
for I976-77 until it had the recurrent grant request in hand too.
In every year after the recurrent grant is approved the capital
grant alocations are made fo a yer about which no recurrent
grant decision has been made. This means that the U.G.C. then
must project a hypothetical number and uaity assumption on
which building grants are based. But these hypotheses are
created without the extensive poic review which is the ssence
of the recurring grant process. When the time comes for the
recurrent grant settlement, it is then substantially based on a
student population figure arrived at by a study of physical
capacity which is set by capital grant decisionS
during intervening years.

Of course, notions of capacity chnge. In preparation for the
current exercise, a change of conception of laboratory capacity
has led the U.G.C. to decide that thee exists substantial
unused capacity for Science students. There will be more Arts
building construction in order to maintain an overall ratio of arts
to science students of 5:55.

The only way to solve this possible imbalance in capita and
recurring grant decision-making would be to make the recurring
grant process a roiling quinuennium as weil t least in terms



of overa student numbers nd distribution of subjects pursued.
This development is being discussed by the U.G.C. staff.

Although this particular problem may be esily soIved there
still remain a number of important issues which cannot be so
easi disposed of.

III. POLIC% ISSUES FACING THE U.G.C.

This introductory examination of th activities of the U.G.C.
idicates the continuing tension betwee institutional autonomy
an_ planning and financing by a state gecy. In terms of the
recurrent grants, institutional sutonomy seems relatively
unimpaired, perhaps because the oversight function seems to be
much ess energetically pursued. Of course, there is the ever
present economic constraint on such sutonomy; (ot enough money
to do everything) but this constraint does not distinguish
British from other national, universities. Yet on the capital grants
side, there is significant intervention in the uoiversities.
Dealing with the institutional autonomy is the continuing most
crucial problem for the U.G.C.

Nr. Casto suggests that ever grester reliance on objective
formu.lae wil contribute to enhance institutional independence
of the universities. Yet the promise of objective formulae as
protectors of university independence depends entirely upon the
procedure followed in developing them snd the substance of them.
Whether or not the universities hsve a significant voice i the
formulation of the objective rules wil become increasingly
significant. Al.so important will be whether the reliance on
objective formulae mskes the U..C. less flexible as a planning
agency dealing with the unique problems of particular institutions.

The past success of the U.G.C. as a planning agency is difficult
to assess. It has met many of its gross number goals; however,
it has not srticulated specific performance goals for uiversities
as a whole by which they and it can be evauated. And in regard
to numbers, today there appears to be an imbalance between science
and arts students which is inconsistent with the stated
projections of the U.G.C.

Of course one must expect there to be an ioverse relationship
between a planning agency’s success and the independence and
autonomy of the iustitutions with which it must deal. The U.G.C.
hss self-consciously traded-off plaring controls for the
independence of its constituents. How this trade-off will operate
in the future is an issue which we must watch with interest.

A problem related to the autonomy/planning tension is the
procedure for making comparative judgements among competing
university claims for limited resources. Presently where these
claims are not decide upon by a relatively objective formula



euaIly applied to al institutions the decisions are taken in
what appears to b@ a conceptual vacuum. No justifications for these
decisions are given to the universities. And worsen, no canons
of evlutio are expicitly offered to the universities for guid-
ance in eveloping their proposals. The initial memorndum sent
to universities concerning applicotions for quinquennial
grants is very vague (See Appendix II.) nd no detailed comment
follows. This ck of explicit criteri has two detrimental effects:
first, it makes difficult the task of evaluating the, success
or lack thereof of the universities; secondly it makes hepfu.l
criticism of the U.G.C.’S action more difficult.

One reason that the U.G.C. has be.n s,l.lowed to make decisions
without providing detaied justifiction for them is that the
university economy hs.s be,n on a growth curve. As long as most
institutions are receiving more money, few complaints wi.ll
seriously be pressed, This growth strategy will, in the forsee-
able future, come to an end for economic reasons. When thi, decline
comes to pass the whole approech of the U.G.C. to the task of
allocating meney will be forced to change. Stable state po_litics
and economics will not happily allow decisions without justifications.

Another issue which can be raised about the activities of the
U.G.C. is that of the responsiveness of it to the nes of on the
one hnd, the university community and, on the other the society
as a whol.e. This is a complex question of accountability.

Whenever one has an institution which selects its own
membership and then acts without formal scrutiny from its various
constituencies, then he asts a cold eye on the substance of
its performace. At this point I am not competent to offer any
evaluation of its substantive record.

Yet there does seem to be a prima facie problem of
representation in the composition of the U.G.C. a problem
of representation of the university community and of the society
as a whole. The present Gommittee is composed predominantly of
university faculty-- indeed senior faculty-- and some businessmen.
From the side of the university the membership ignores the diversity
of the community: where are thestudents, technicians, an
non-tenured fculty without whom one woul not have a university?
And in terms of the larger community, it is difficult to assume
that businessmen nd industrialists can adequately represent the
interests of the factory worker, immigrant, professional man,
and farmer. $3

I3. (In the context of this argument, when I use the concept of
representation I do not intend to suggest any strict and infl-
exible account of the concept, which is itself quite complex.
I only mean to suggest that the composition of the U.G.C. as
presently constituted does not seem to reflect the diversity
of the interests involved.)



It oould be argued that these diverse interests are
represented b the government with which the U.G.C. must deal;
however; it is a cardinal principle of the relationship between
the GOvernment and the U.G.C. that the Government will not involve
itself in the actual allocation decisions of the U.G.C. So the
invocation of the Government as representatives does not adequately
respond to the problem of representation as it sffects all of
the activities of the U.G.C. It is just this concern over
accountability and representation which has prompted the
Parlimentary Public Accounts Committee to ask for Parliamentary
auditing of university expenditures.

On the university side, there has been little real protest.
However, in the interest of the continuing independence of the
universities and of the U.G.C’s future as a viable institution
for university support from the public purse the problem of
representation on the U.G.C. must be listed on any agenda for
future reform of the U.G.C.

Other isues involving the U.G.C. which I can only mention
here brat deserve further analysis, include: How does the U.G.C.
deal with the impact of its decision on other social
institutions? (e.g. what happens to a town when you build or
move a university in it?) How does U.G.C. policy affect the
innovators in the university? Is the U.G.C. an agency for change or
only sn agency for maintaining the status quo at a more expensive
and a larger level? Do the policies of the U.G.C. affect the freedom
of the individual in the universities? These questions, along
with those already discussed at some length, deserve much more
discussion.

CONCLUSION

The U.G.C. as a committee of wise men dealing with the
Government on behalf of the universities and with the universities
on behalf of the government has been possible only where there
is a consensus in the society sbout the role of university
education and in the universities about what a university ought to
be. This consensus is that universities should be elitist
institutions training a leadership group through a traditional,
rigorous, and theoretical educational experience. That a consensus
hs existed in Great Britain in the past is demonstrated by the
past success of the U.G.C. and its rel:tive immunity to criticism.
But whether this consensus continues to exist or whether it will
be maintained in the future must be an open question. There are
indications ranging from the movement to establish a privately
funded "Independent University" I4 to studn complaints about U.G.C.

I4. (See H.S.Ferns, "Towards an Independent University", Institute
of Economic Affairs, London I970, and newspaper rep’0’r’ts about
p-Tans actUa.iy to stablish a private university supported
by priva donations and stmd.en% fees)



policy that this consensus may be breaking down in Britain
just as it has done in the United States and many other countries.
Should this consensus dissolve then there will be demands for
profound changes in the character and operation of the U.G.C.

The most exacting test for te U.G.C. will be whether this
institution, whose legitimacy and authority rests upon a short
paragraph from the Treasury and the trust and goodwill of both
Government and university, can adjust to a world where trust and
goodwill are replaced by skepticism and tolerance. y guess
is that the doomsayers of the U.G.C. are quite wrong and that
it will adjust to these new conditions. Perhaps we shll see
something of this adjustment in the present quinquennial
exeoise and reaction to it.

For the present let me conclude by suggesting that Americans
who look to the U.G.C. for a model must be aware of the different
social content which the United States would offer. This caveat
is not to say that we do not have much to learn from the U.G.C.
it is only to indicate that the U.G.C. must be chaged to
accommodate a contet of conflict an diversit instead of
consensus and relative uniformity. The very problem which the
U.G.C. itself will be facing in the coming years.

FinaIly let me remind you that this newsletter is intended
to be nothing more than a introduction to the U.G.C. and its
problems. The conclusions are provisional. These are first
thoughts, not last.

Sincerely,

Received in New York on October 8, 1971.
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Sir Robert Aitken (Deputy Chairman)
Professor G. A. Barnard
Professor C. E. H. Bawn, C.B.E., F.R.S.
Professor J. Black
Dr. G. S. Bosworth, C.B.E.
Miss E. J. Bradbury, C.B.E.
Mr. S. L. Bragg
Professo.r A. J. Bro,wn
Professor C. C. Butler, F.R.S.
Dr. D. Cook
Professo.r R. C. Cross
Professor J. Crui’ckshank
Professor Alun Davies
Profess.or J. Diamond, C.B.E.
Mrs. Jean Floud
Mr. H. R. Galleymore
Professor N. C. Hunt
Professo.r D. Lewis, F.R.S.
Professor P. G. Stein, J.P.
Professor Sir Charles Smart-Harris, C.B.E.
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